
tall guardians of yesterday

mark so

In the beginning was only sedge, a field of water
Wrinkled by the wind. Slowly
The trees increased the novelty of always being alone,
The rest began to be sketched in, and then . . . silence

     – John Ashbery, “Business Personals”

—for: 1 low sustaining pure tone
               1 field recording (stationary; generally featureless; very long)
                    several high sustaining instruments
                        several sustaining white noise sources 
                            a few decay instruments

in a still, resonant space:

the low tone and field recording enter gradually and imperceptibly, sustain for a very long time (perhaps an hour 
or more, the duration of the recording permitting) at an extremely low level, and fade gradually to nothing at the 

end, always in tandem, always balanced

once the tone and field recording have been underway a long time, a gentle “canopy” of extremely soft, high 
sustaining tones begins to emerge, almost imperceptibly, with instruments entering gradually, one by one, each 
playing one long tone at a time (lasting a full breath/bow, or a minute or more, if not physically constrained; short 
pauses between tones), always on any high pitch (perhaps repeating one pitch a number of times before changing, 
especially if constrained to shorter tones), taking care collectively not to get any louder with increasing numbers

when the full canopy of sustaining instruments has been underway a long time, the white noise sources gradually 
enter, one by one, almost imperceptibly, each sustaining one long, extremely soft stream of noise at a time (lasting 
a minute or more; short pauses between times playing), taking care not to get any louder with increasing numbers

—as the noise sources enter, the high instruments gradually stop playing, one by one—

a long time after the noise sources have fully replaced the high instruments, 
the low tone and field recording gradually fade to nothing, 

after which, the noise sources gradually stop playing, one by one

[a long silence follows]
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